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STONE CLEANING - ACID BASED 

DETERSTONE 

DESCRIPTION: SPECIAL ACID BASED DETERGENT FORMULATED WITH A COMBINATION OF 
DIFFERENT ACIDS IDEAL FOR CLEANING GROUT, CEMENT AND ADHESIVE RESIDUE , LIME 
DEPOSIT , MORTAR , EFFLORESCENCE SALTS.  
RECOMMENDED USE: HONED NON POLISHED NATURAL STONES (such as MARBLE , GRAN-
ITE , LIMESTONE, SLATE , TRAVERTINE , TERRAZZO) POLISHED GRANITE, CERAMIC, PORCE-
LAIN, TERRACOTTA, QUARRY, FLAGSTONE, CONCRETE PAVERS AND GROUT  
• Please Note: Not suitable for polished and finely honed limestone (marble) or any acid 
sensitive tile or stone and man made manufactured stone.  
•Effective removal of grout, cement residues and salts to newly installed surfaces  
.•For interior and exterior use for not polished and honed natural stone surfaces  
•Effective for all acid resistant natural stones such as granite, gneiss, quartzite as well as 
rough manufactured (concrete) stones , ceramic and porcelain tiles.  
•Professional and Commercial use  

Properties  
Will clean and remove all grout, cement, mortar residues, efflorescence and lime scale 
deposits and stubborn ingrained dirt.  
Important Safety Note  
Use appropriate gloves in case of sensitive skin.  
Keep product well closed and out of reach of children.  
Additional information available on Material Safety Data Sheet.  
APPLICATION  
Always test product in an inconspicuous area prior to use to determine desired result  
Sweep, wipe or vacuum surface first to remove general soil and proceed to wet the 
surface with abundant water.  
Apply DETERSTONE diluted solution as required by mop, brush or spray onto the stone 
or tile surface and agitate using white nylon scrubbing brush or cleaning machine with 
pad or brush subject to the surface texture. Allow product to work on soiled area for 2 
to 5 minutes.  
Do not allow product to dry on surface.  
Rinse thoroughly with CIBERPLUS or CIBERMAC diluted as per label instructions to 
neutralize acid and mop or wet vacuum up product residues and carry out final rinse by 
same method using clean water. Where stubborn dirt has not been removed 
completely repeat cleaning process as required. Cleaning can be carried out manually 
or by scrubbing machine subject to the size of floor area and surface texture. 
Please Note Remove objects or protect and tape walls and surrounding areas as 
necessary to avoid damage against splashes to chrome, enamel, wood and similar acid 
sensitive surfaces.  
Important that suitable ventilation is provided during and after where work is being 
carried out.  
Dilution Rates:  
- VERY LIGHT CLEAN - Mix 100ml Product to 2 liters water (1:20) Approx. 50m²  
- NORMAL CLEAN - Mix 100ml Product to 1 liters water (1:10) Approx. 15 to 20m²  
- HEAVY CLEAN - Mix 100ml Product to 500ml water (1: 5) Approx. 10 to 15m²  
- CLEAN - Mix 100ml Product to 200ml water (1: 2) Approx. 5 to 10m²  
     STORE: Dry surroundings above + 0ºC 

COVERAGE: 
This is not possible to advise. 
Each situation and  tain absorbed 
will vary according to different 
porosity, type of stone and surface 
finish.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
We recommend protecting stain 
sensitive surfaces with “Stark” or 
“Platinum” Anti Stain solution and 
regular maintenance with 
“Cibernet” detergent.  
 
Packaging: 
- 1 liter bottles childproof tamper 
evident cap (10 x 1 litre)  
 
- 5 liters container (2x5 litre) 
childproof tamper evident cap  
 
- 25 liters container 

Warranty:-The technical advice whether verbal or in writing or by way of trials are given in good faith but without warranty. The application use or processing of the 
products are beyond our control and should be tested for their suitability and therefore your own responsibility. In no event shall CIBER SRL be liable to the customer 

or anyone else for incidental or consequential damages, however occasioned. ALWAYS TEST FIRST 


